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Concept Generalization in Visual Representation Learning
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Abstract

Measuring concept generalization, i.e., the extent to which models trained on a set of (seen) visual concepts can be leveraged to recognize a new set of (unseen) concepts, is a popular way of evaluating visual representations, especially in a self-supervised learning framework. Nonetheless, the choice of unseen concepts for such an evaluation is usually made arbitrarily, and independently from the seen concepts used to train representations, thus ignoring any semantic relationships between the two. In this paper, we argue that the semantic relationships between seen and unseen concepts affect generalization performance and propose ImageNet-CoG, a novel benchmark on the ImageNet-21K (IN-21K) dataset that enables measuring concept generalization in a principled way. Our benchmark leverages expert knowledge that comes from WordNet in order to define a sequence of unseen IN-21K concept sets that are semantically more and more distant from the ImageNet-1K (IN-1K) subset, a ubiquitous training set. This allows us to benchmark visual representations learned on IN-1K out-of-the-box. We conduct a large-scale study encompassing 31 convolution and transformer-based models and show how different architectures, levels of supervision, regularization techniques and use of web data impact the concept generalization performance.
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1. Introduction

There has been an increasing effort to tackle the need for manually-annotated large-scale data in deep models via transfer learning, i.e., by transferring representations learned on resourceful datasets and tasks to problems where annotations are scarce. Prior work has achieved this in various ways, such as, imitating knowledge transfer in low-data regimes [60], exploiting unlabeled data in a self- [22] or weakly- [37] supervised manner.

The quality of the learned visual representations for transfer learning is usually determined by checking whether they are useful for, i.e., generalize to, a wide range of downstream vision tasks. Thus, it is imperative to quantify this generalization, which has several facets, such as generalization to different input distributions (e.g., from synthetic images to natural ones), to new tasks (e.g., from image classification to object detection), or to different semantic concepts (e.g., across different object categories or scene labels). Although the first two facets have received much attention recently [18, 20], we observe that a more principled analysis is needed for the last one.

As also noted by [12, 67], the effectiveness of knowledge transfer between two tasks is closely related to the semantic similarity between the concepts considered in each task. However, assessing this relatedness is not straightforward, as the semantic extent of a concept may depend on the task itself. In practice, models consider an exhaustive list of downstream tasks that cover a wide range of concepts [7, 29] in order to test their transfer learning capabilities. Previous attempts discussing this issue have been limited to intuition [67, 75]. We still know little about the impact of the semantic relationship between the concepts seen during training visual representations and those seen during their evaluation (seen and unseen concepts, respectively).

In this paper, we study the generalization capabilities of visual representations across concepts that exist in a large, popular, and broad ontology, the subset of WordNet [41] used to build ImageNet-21K [11] (IN-21K), while keeping all the other generalization facets fixed. Starting from a set of seen concepts, the concepts from the popular ImageNet-1K [47] (IN-1K) dataset, we leverage semantic similarity metrics based on this ontology crafted by experts to measure the semantic distance between IN-1K and every unseen concept (i.e., any concept from IN-21K that is not in IN-1K). We rank unseen concepts with respect to their distance to IN-1K and define a sequence of five, IN-1K-sized concept generalization levels, each consisting of a distinct set of unseen concepts with increasing semantic distance to the seen ones. This results in a large-scale benchmark that consists of five thousand concepts, that we refer to as the ImageNet Concept Generalization benchmark, or ImageNet-CoG in short. The benchmark construction process is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Given a model trained on IN-1K, the evaluation protocol for ImageNet-CoG consists of two phases: it first extracts features for images of IN-1K and of the five concept generalization levels, and then learns individual classifiers, for each level, using a varying amount of samples per concept. By defining the set of seen concepts for our benchmark to be IN-1K classes, we are able to evaluate models trained on IN-1K out-of-the-box. We therefore use publicly available pretrained models and analyse a large number of popular models under the prism of concept generalization. Our contributions are as follows.

• We propose a systematic way to study concept generalization, by defining a set of seen concepts along with sets of unseen concepts that are semantically more and more distant from the seen ones.

• We design ImageNet-CoG, a large-scale benchmark, which embodies this systematic way. It is designed to evaluate models pretrained on IN-1K out-of-the-box and draws unseen concepts from the rest of the IN-21K dataset. We measure concept generalization performance on five, IN-1K-sized levels, by learning classifiers with a few or all the training images from the unseen concepts.

• We conduct a large-scale study benchmarking 31 state-of-the-art visual representation learning approaches on ImageNet-CoG and analyse how different architectures, levels of supervision, regularization techniques and additional web data impact the concept generalization performance, uncovering several interesting insights.

2. Related Work

Generalization has been studied under different perspectives such as regularization [52] and augmentation [69] techniques, links to human cognition [16], or developing quantitative metrics to better understand it, e.g., through loss functions [31] or complexity measures [42]. Several dimensions of generalization have also been explored in the context of computer vision, for instance, generalization to different visual distributions of the same concepts (domain adaptation) [10], or generalization across tasks [71]. Generalization across concepts is a crucial part of zero-shot [51] and few-shot [60] learning. We study this particular dimension, concept generalization, whose goal is to transfer knowledge acquired on a set of seen concepts, to newly encountered unseen concepts as effectively as possible. Different from existing work, we take a systematic approach by considering the semantic similarity between seen and unseen concepts when measuring concept generalization.

Towards a structure of the concept space. One of the first requirements for rigorously evaluating concept generalization is structuring the concept space, in order to analyze the impact of concepts present during pretraining and transfer stages. However, previous work rarely discusses the par-
ticular choices of splits (seen vs. unseen) of their data, and random sampling of concepts remains the most common approach [21, 24, 30, 63]. A handful of methods leverage relations designed by experts. The WordNet graph [41] for instance helps build dataset splits in [15, 67] and a domain-specific ontology is used to test cross-domain generalization [20, 61]. These splits are however based on heuristics, instead of principled mechanisms built on semantic relationship between concepts as we do in this paper.

**Transfer learning evaluations.** When it comes to evaluating the quality of visual representations, the gold standard is to benchmark models by solving diverse tasks such as classification, detection, segmentation and retrieval on many datasets [4, 7, 13, 18, 22, 29, 73]. The most commonly used datasets are IN-1K [47], Places [76], SUN [64], Pascal-VOC [14], MS-COCO [35]. Such choices, however, are often made independently from the dataset used to train the visual representations, ignoring their semantic relationship.

In summary, semantic relations between pretraining and transfer tasks have been overlooked in evaluating the quality of visual representations. To address this issue, we present a controlled evaluation protocol that factors in such relations.

3. Our ImageNet CoG Benchmark

Transfer learning performance is highly sensitive to the semantic similarity between concepts in the pretraining and the target datasets [12, 67]. Studying this relationship requires carefully constructed evaluation protocols: i) controlling which concepts a model has been exposed to during training (seen concepts), and ii) the semantic distance between these seen concepts and those considered for the transfer task (unseen concepts). As discussed earlier, current evaluation protocols severely fall short on handling these aspects. To fill this gap, we propose the ImageNet Concept Generalization (CoG)—a benchmark composed of multiple image sets, one for pretraining and several others for transfer, curated in a controlled manner in order to measure the transfer learning performance of visual representations to sets of unseen concepts with increasingly distant semantics from the ones seen during training.

While designing this benchmark, we considered several important points. First, in order to exclusively focus on concept generalization, we need a controlled setup tailored for this specific aspect of generalization. In other words, we need to make sure that the only change between the pretraining and the transfer datasets is the set of concepts. In particular, we need the input image distribution (natural images) and the annotation process (which may determine the statistics of images [57]) to remain constant.

Second, to determine the semantic similarity between two concepts, we need an auxiliary knowledge base that can provide a notion of semantic relatedness between visual concepts. It can be manually defined with expert knowledge, e.g., WordNet [41], or automatically constructed, for instance by a language model, e.g., word2vec [40].

Third, the choice of the pretraining and target datasets is crucial. We need these datasets to have diverse object-level images [2] and to be as less biased as possible, e.g., towards canonical views [39].

Conveniently, the IN-21K dataset fulfills all these requirements. We therefore choose it as the source of images and concepts for our benchmark. IN-21K contains 14,197,122 curated images covering 21,841 concepts, all of which are further mapped into synsets from the WordNet ontology, which we use to measure semantic similarity.

In the rest of this section, we first define the disjoint sets of seen and unseen concepts, then present our methodology to build different levels for evaluating concept generalization, and describe the evaluation protocol.

3.1. Seen concepts

We make a natural choice and use the 1000 classes from the ubiquitous IN-1K dataset [47] as the set of our seen concepts. IN-1K is a subset of the IN-21K [11]. It consists of 1.28M images and has been used as the standard benchmark for evaluating novel computer vision architectures [23, 50, 53, 58], regularisation techniques [49, 59, 69, 74] as well as self- and semi-supervised models [5, 8, 19, 22, 65].

Choosing IN-1K as the seen classes further offers several advantages. Future contributions, following standard practice, could train their models on IN-1K, and then simply evaluate generalization on our benchmark with their pretrained models. It also enables us to benchmark visual representations learned on IN-1K out-of-the-box, using publicly available models (as shown in Sec. 4).

3.2. Selecting eligible unseen concepts

We start from the Fall 2011 version of the IN-21K. [11] dataset Since we are interested in concepts that are not seen during training, we explicitly remove the 1000 concepts of IN-1K. We also remove all the concepts that are ancestors of these 1000 in the WordNet [41] hierarchy. For instance, the concept “cat” is discarded since its child concept “tiger cat” is in IN-1K. It was recently shown that a subset of IN-21K categories might exhibit undesirable behavior in downstream computer vision applications [66]. We therefore discard all the concepts under the ‘person’ sub-tree. In addition, we chose to discard a small set of potentially offensive concepts (see supplementary material for details). We follow IN-1K [47] and keep only concepts that have at least 782

---

Note that the recently released Winter 2021 ImageNet version shares the same set of images for all the unseen concepts selected in our benchmark with the Fall 2011 one. We refer the reader to the supplementary for further discussion on both the recent Winter 2021 release as well as a newer, blurred version of IN-1K.
images, ensuring a relatively balanced benchmark. Finally, we discard concepts that are not leaf nodes in the WordNet subgraph defined by all so-far-eligible concepts. Formally, for any \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in the set of unseen concepts, we discard \( c_1 \) if \( c_1 \) is a parent of \( c_2 \). These requirements reduce the set of eligible unseen IN-21K concepts to 5146 categories.

### 3.3. Concept generalization levels

Our next step is defining a sequence of unseen concept sets, each with decreasing semantic similarity to the seen concepts in IN-1K. We refer to each one of these as a concept generalization level. They allow us to measure concept generalization in a controlled setting, i.e., to consider increasingly difficult transfer learning scenarios.

Recall that IN-21K is built on top of the word ontology WordNet, where distinct concepts or synsets are linked according to their semantic relationships drafted by linguists. This enables the use of existing semantic similarity measures [3] that exploit the graph structure of WordNet to capture the semantic relatedness of pairs of concepts. Following prior work [12, 46], we use Lin similarity [34] to define a concept-to-concept similarity. The Lin similarity between two concepts \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) is given by:

\[
sim_{\text{Lin}}(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2 \times \text{IC}(\text{LCS}(c_1, c_2))}{\text{IC}(c_1) + \text{IC}(c_2)},
\]

where LCS denotes the lowest common subsumer of two concepts in the WordNet graph, and \( \text{IC}(c) = -\log p(c) \) is the information content of a concept with probability \( p(c) \) of encountering an instance of concept \( c \) in a specific corpus (in our case the subgraph of WordNet including all IN-21K concepts and their parents till the root node of WordNet: ‘entity’). Following [44, 45], we define \( p(c) \) as the number of concepts that exist under \( c \) divided by the total number of concepts in the corpus. An example of five concepts from IN-21K ranked by decreasing Lin similarity to the IN-1K concept “Tiger cat” is shown in Fig. 1(a).

We extend the above formulation to define the asymmetric similarity between the set of seen concepts from IN-1K, \( C_{\text{IN-1K}} \), and any unseen concept \( c \) as the maximum similarity between any concept from IN-1K and \( c \):

\[
\text{sim}_{\text{IN-1K}}(c) = \max_{\tilde{c} \in C_{\text{IN-1K}}} (\text{sim}_{\text{Lin}}(c, \tilde{c})).
\]

While designing our benchmark, we considered different semantic similarity measures before choosing Lin similarity. We explored other measures defined on the WordNet graph [38], such as the path-based Wu-Palmer [62] and the information content-based Jiang-Conrath [25]. We also considered semantic similarities based on Word2Vec representations [40] of the titles and textual descriptions of the concepts. Our experiments with these alternative measures led to observations similar to the ones presented in Sec. 4 for Lin similarity. We refer the curious reader to the supplementary observations of the titles and textual descriptions of the concepts.

With the similarity measure defined, our goal now is to group all eligible unseen concepts into multiple evaluation sets, which are increasingly challenging in terms of generalization. To ensure this, we would like the concepts contained in each consecutive set to be of decreasing semantic similarity to any concept from IN-1K. We achieve this by first ranking all unseen concepts with respect to their similarity to IN-1K using Eq. (2). Then, we split the ranked list into groups of consecutive concepts as shown in Fig. 2; each group corresponds to a concept generalization level.

We design our levels to be comparable to IN-1K [47], and therefore choose 1000 concepts per level. With 5146 eligible unseen concepts, we populate five sets. For increased diversity, we utilize the full span of the ranked list and end up with small gaps between levels (see supplementary material for more details). We denote the five concept generalization levels as \( L_{1/2/3/4/5} \). Similar to [47], we further limit the maximum number of training images per concept to 1300. This brings the total number of training images per level to 1.10 million, which is close to the 1.28 million training images of IN-1K.

### 3.4. Evaluation protocol

We now present the protocol for ImageNet-CoG, and summarize the metrics for the different experiments presented in Sec. 4. The benchmark consists of two phases. First, a feature extraction phase, where the model trained on IN-1K is used to extract features, followed by the evaluation phase that is conducted on each level independently. An overview of the benchmark is presented in the gray box.
The ImageNet-CoG benchmark in a nutshell

**Prerequisites:**
- A model pretrained on IN-1K
- Sets of unseen concepts organized in levels $L_{1/2/3/4/5}$

**Phase 1: Feature extraction**
Use the model to extract image features for all image sets.

**Phase 2: Evaluation**
For the seen concepts (IN-1K) and for each level of unseen concepts ($L_{1/2/3/4/5}$), separately:

- Learn a linear classifier using all the training data
  \(<\text{How resilient is my model to the semantic distance between seen and unseen concepts?}>\>

- Learn a linear classifier using $N \in \{1, 2, 4, \ldots, 128\}$ samples per concept.
  \(<\text{How fast can my model adapt to new concepts?}>\>

### 3.4.1 Phase 1: Feature extraction

We base our protocol on the assumption that good visual representations should generalize to new tasks with minimal effort, i.e., without fine-tuning the backbones. Therefore, our benchmark only uses the pretrained backbones as feature extractors and decouples representation from evaluation. Concretely, we assume a model learned on the training set of IN-1K. We use this model as an encoder to extract features for images of IN-1K and of all the five levels $L_{1/2/3/4/5}$.

We extract features from the layer right before the classifiers from the respective models, following recent findings [27] that suggest that residual connections prevent backbones from overfitting to pretraining tasks. We $\ell_2$-normalize the features and extract them offline: no data augmentation is applied when learning the subsequent classifiers.

### 3.4.2 Phase 2: Evaluation

We learn linear logistic regression classifiers for each level using all available training images. Since each level is by design a dataset approximately as big as IN-1K, we also learn linear classifiers on IN-1K with the same protocol; this allows us to compare performance across seen and unseen concepts. We also evaluate how efficiently models adapt when learning unseen concepts, i.e., how many samples they need to do so, by performing few-shot concept classification.

### 3.4.3 Metrics and implementation details

We report top-1 accuracy for all the experiments. Absolute accuracy numbers are comparable across IN-1K and each level by construction, since all the levels share the same number of concepts and have training sets of approximately the same size. However, we mostly plot accuracy relative to a baseline model, for two reasons: (i) it makes the plots clearer and the differences easier to grasp, (ii) the performance range at each level is slightly different so it helps visualizing the trends better.

To create the train/test split, we randomly select 50 samples as the test set for each concept and use the remaining ones (at least 732, at most 1300) as a training set. We use part of the training data to optimize the hyper-parameters of the logistic regression for each level; see details in Sec. 4.

We use Optuna [1] to optimize the learning rate and weight decay hyper-parameters for every model and every level; we use 20% of the training sets as a validation set to find the best configuration and then re-train using the complete training set. We report results only on the test sets. We repeat the hyper-parameter selection 5 times with different seeds, and report the mean of the final scores; standard deviation is also presented in all figures.

### 4. Evaluating models on ImageNet-CoG

We now present our large-scale experimental study which analyzes how different CNN-based and transformer-based visual representation models behave on our benchmark, following the evaluation protocol defined in the previous section. For clarity, we only highlight a subset of our experiments and provide additional results in the supplementary material.

#### 4.1. Models

We choose 31 models to benchmark and present the complete list in Tab. 1. To ease comparisons and discussions, we split the models into the following four categories.

**Architecture.** We consider several architectures including

- CNN-based ($a$-VGG19 [50], $a$-Inception-v3 [53], ResNet50, $a$-ResNet152 [23]),
- transformer-based ($a$-DeiT-S [58], $a$-DeiT-T-distilled, $a$-DeiT-B-distilled, $a$-T2T-ViT-t-14 [68]), and
- neural architecture search ($a$-NAT-M4 [36], $a$-EfficientNet-B1 [54], $a$-EfficientNet-B4 [54])

backbones with varying complexities. We color-code the models in this category into two groups, depending on whether their number of parameters are comparable to ResNet50 (red) or not (orange); If they do, they are also directly comparable to all models from the following categories.

**Self-supervision.** ResNet50-sized models trained in a self-supervised manner (in blue) include contrastive ($s$-SimCLR-v2 [7, 8], $s$-MoCo-v2 [9, 22], $s$-InfoMin [56], $s$-MoCHi [26], $s$-BYOL [19]), clustering-based ($s$-SwAV [5], $s$-OBoW [17], $s$-DINO [6]), feature de-correlation ($s$-BarlowTwins [72]), and distillation ($s$-CompRESS [28]) models.

**Regularization.** ResNet50-sized models with label regularization techniques (in purple) applied during the training phase include distillation ($r$-MEAL-v2 [49]), label augmentation ($r$-MixUp [74], $r$-Manifold-MixUp [59], $r$-CutMix [69])
Table 1: List of models evaluated on ImageNet-CoG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Notes (optionally # param. / amount of extra data)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>Baseline model from the torchvision package (23.5M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>R-CLIP [43] pretrained on WebImageText (400x) with text- visionary capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S [58]</td>
<td>Visual transformer (21.7M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S-distilled [58]</td>
<td>Distilled a-DeiT-S (21.7M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-v3 [13]</td>
<td>CNN with inception modules (25.1M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS-M4 [36]</td>
<td>Neural architecture search model (7.6M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B1 [58]</td>
<td>Neural architecture search model (6.5M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B4 [34]</td>
<td>Neural architecture search model (7.5M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-B-distilled [59]</td>
<td>Bigger version of a-DeiT-S-distilled (18.1M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet512 [23]</td>
<td>Simple CNN architecture (139.6M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19 [50]</td>
<td>DeiT-S (21.7M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Self-supervision: ResNet50 models trained in this framework

- s-SimCLR-v2 [7, 3] Online instance discrimination (ID)
- s-MoCo-v2 [6, 22] ID with momentum encoder and memory bank
- s-BYOL [19] Negative-free ID with momentum encoder
- s-MoCo [26] ID with negative pair mining
- s-AttentionMix [35] ID with careful positive pair selection
- s-OltoW [17] Online bag-of-visual-words prediction
- s-SwAV [5] Online clustering
- s-DINO [6] Online clustering
- s-BarlowTwins [72] Feature de-correlation using positive pairs

Regularization: ResNet50 models with additional regularization

- r-MixUp [74] Label-associated data augmentation
- r-ManifoldMixUp [59] Label-associated data augmentation
- r-CutMix [60] Label-associated data augmentation
- r-Label [70] Trained on a "multi-label" version of IN-1K
- r-AdvRobust [48] Adversarially robust model
- r-MEAL-v2 [49] Distilled ResNet50

Use of web data: ResNet50 models using additional data

- d-MoPro [33] Trained on WebVision-V1 (~ 2x)
- d-Semi-Sup [65] Pretrained on YFCC-100M (~ 100x), fine-tuned on IN-1K
- d-Semi-Weakly-Sup [65] Pretrained on IG-1B (~ 1000x), fine-tuned on IN-1K
- d-CLIP [43] Trained on WebImageText (~ 400x)

4.2. Results

We measure image classification performance on IN-1K and each of the concept generalization levels $L_1$ to $L_5$ of ImageNet-CoG for the 31 models presented above, using a varying number of images per concept. These experiments allow us to study (i) how classification performance changes as we semantically move away from the seen concepts (Sec. 4.2.1), and (ii) how fast models can adapt to unseen concepts (Sec. 4.2.2). We refer the reader to Sec. 3.4 for the justification of our protocol and the choice of metrics.

4.2.1 Generalization to unseen concepts

We report the performance of baseline classifiers learnt with all the training data in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a) we report top-1 accuracy for all models and levels, while Fig. 3(b)-(e) presents performance relative to the baseline ResNet50 across the 4 model categories.

* It is harder to generalize to semantically distant concepts. The absolute performance of all models monotonically decreases as we move away semantically from IN-1K. This implies that transfer learning becomes more and more challenging on levels from $L_1$ to $L_5$, i.e., as we try to distinguish concepts that are further from the training ones.

* Self-supervised models excel at concept generalization. Many recent self-supervised models (s-DINO, s-SwAV, s-BYOL, s-OBoW and s-SimCLR-v2) outperform ResNet50 on all levels. In general, we see that the performance gaps between ResNet50 and self-supervised models progressively shift in favor of the latter (Fig. 3(b)). Surprisingly, from Fig. 3(a) we also see that a ResNet50 trained with s-DINO competes with the top-performing models on $L_5$ across all categories and model sizes. This shows that augmentation invariances learned by the model transfer well to images of unseen concepts.

* Visual transformers overfit more to seen concepts (for models with as many parameters as ResNet50). The top-performing model of the study overall is a-DeiT-B-distilled, a large visual transformer. However, for the same number of parameters as ResNet50, we see that the large gains that visual transformers like a-DeiT-S and a-T2T-ViT-t-14 exhibit on IN-1K are practically lost for unseen concepts (red lines in Fig. 3(e)). In fact, both end up performing slightly worse than ResNet50 on $L_5$.

* Using noisy web data highly improves concept generalization. Weakly-supervised models d-Semi-Sup, d-Semi-Weakly-Sup and d-CLIP pretrained with roughly 100x, 1000x, and 4000x more data than IN-1K exhibit improved performance over ResNet50 on all levels (Fig. 3(d)). It is worth re-stating, however, that since their datasets are web-based and much larger than IN-1K, we cannot confidently claim that concepts in our levels are indeed unseen during training. Results on this model category should therefore be
Figure 3: **Linear classification on ImageNet-CoG.** Top-1 accuracies for all the 31 models listed in Tab. 1 after training logistic regression classifiers on IN-1K and each level $L_{1/2/3/4/5}$. (a) Absolute top-1 accuracy on all levels. (b)-(e) accuracy relative to the baseline ResNet50 for all the models, split across the four model categories presented in Sec. 4.1.

- **Top-1 accuracy across concept generalization levels**
  - ResNet50 (23.5M)
  - a-T2T-ViT-L-14 (21.1M)
  - a-Inception-v3 (25.1M)
  - a-DINO
  - a-SimCLR-v2
  - a-Semi-sup
  - a-MoCo-v2
  - a-Relabel
  - a-Adv-Robust
  - a-MoPro
  - a-CutMix
  - a-MEAL-v2
  - a-Inception-v4 (6.5M)
  - a-EfficientNet-B4 (17.5M)
  - a-BarlowTwins
  - a-CompResSS
  - a-CLIP
  - a-InfoMin
  - a-CutMix
  - a-CompReSS
  - a-MoCHi
  - a-InfoMax
  - a-Adv-Robust
  - a-Manifold-MixUp
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)
  - a-NAT-M4 (7.6M)

*Model distillation generally improves concept generalization performance.* We see that distilled supervised models $r$-MEAL-v2 and $a$-DeiT-S-distilled consistently improve over their undistilled counterparts on all levels (Figs. 3(c) and (e)). However, these gains decrease progressively, and for $L_5$ performance gains over the baseline are small. It is also worth noting that adversarial training ($r$-Adv-Robust) does not seem to hurt concept generalization.

*Neural architecture search (NAS) models seem promising for concept generalization.* All NAS models we evaluate ($a$-EfficientNet-B1, $a$-EfficientNet-B4 and $a$-NAT-M4) exhibit stable gains over the baseline ResNet50 on all levels (Fig. 3(e)), showing good concept generalization capabilities. Among them, $a$-NAT-M4, a NAS model tailored for transfer learning with only 7.6M parameters achieves particularly impressive performance over all levels including IN-1K.

*Label-associated augmentation techniques deteriorate concept generalization performance.* Although methods like $r$-MixUp, $r$-Manifold-MixUp, $r$-Relabel and $r$-CutMix exhibit strong performance gains over ResNet50 on IN-1K, i.e., for concepts seen during training, Fig. 3(c) shows that such gains do not transfer when generalizing to unseen ones. They appear to overfit more to the seen concepts.

*What are the top-performing models overall for concept generalization?* From Fig. 3(a) we see that better and larger architectures and models using additional data are on top for $L_3$-$L_5$. However, it is impressive how $a$-DINO, a contrastive self-supervised model, is among the top methods, outperforming the vast majority of models at the most challenging levels.

### 4.2.2 How fast can models adapt to unseen concepts?

We now study few-shot classification, i.e., training linear classifiers with $N = \{2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128\}$ samples per concept. For clarity, we selected a subset of the models and in Fig. 4 we present their performance on $L_3$-$L_5$. The complete set of results for all models and levels is given in the supplementary material. We discuss the most interesting observations from Fig. 4 below.

*Transformer-based models are strong few-shot learners.* Transformer-based models exhibit consistent gains over
ResNet50 on all levels when $N \leq 128$. Despite the fact that performance gains from transformers diminish when using all available images on $L_5$, they exhibit a consistent 3-4% accuracy gain over ResNet50 for $N \leq 128$ (Fig. 4(f)).

* Model Distillation and Neural Architecture Search (NAS) exhibit consistent gains also in low-data regimes. The NAS-based $a$-EfficientNet-B4 model exhibits consistently higher performance than ResNet50 on all levels for all $N$. The same stands for the distilled $r$-MEAL-v2 and $a$-DeiT-S-distilled that are also consistently better than their undistilled counterparts for all $N$ and all levels.

* Bigger models and additional web data help at few-shot learning. This is an observation from the extended set of figures (see supplementary material). Bigger models have consistent gains in low-data regimes. The same stands for models with additional web data. Moreover, as we go towards semantically dissimilar concepts, $a$-NAT-M4 outperforms all other methods and it even challenges the much bigger $a$-DeiT-B-distilled model.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied concept generalization through the lens of our new ImageNet-CoG benchmark. It is designed to be used out-of-the-box with IN-1K pretrained models. We evaluated a diverse set of 31 methods representative of the recent advances in visual representation learning.

Our extensive analyses show that self-supervised learning produces representations that generalize surprisingly better than any supervised model with the same number of parameters. We see that the current transformer-based models appear to overfit to seen concepts, unlike neural architecture-search-based models. The latter outperform several other supervised learning models with far less parameters.

We also studied how fast models can adapt to unseen concepts by learning classifiers with only a few images per class. In this setting, we verify that visual transformers are strong few-shot learners, and show how distillation and neural architecture search methods achieve consistent gains even in low-data regimes.

We envision ImageNet-CoG to be an easy-to-use evaluation suite to study one of the most important aspects of generalization in a controlled and principled way.
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